[Vol. 6, were studied by the X-ray-spectrometric-method, Laue-method, Powdermethod, and Rotation-crystal-method. In the first place, it was reconfirmed that manganese does not affect the crystal structure of cementite except a slight contraction of lattice constants.
The dimension of the unit cell determined is : Lastly, the distribution of each atom for 4 Fe 3 C in the unit cell was determined to be as follows :
4 carbon atoms at (cz) :
4 iron atoms at (c1) :
8 iron atoms at (d) :
x, y, z; x, ?j;-y, z+i; !-x, y+!, z; x+!, y, i-z; x, j-y, !-z; x, y, z; + 1-+1.1 +l x 31:,y,z 3!:, 2 -x,y 2 ,z.
The parameters for iron atoms being Ur = .2050, V1 = .1987, x = .0550, % y=.4325, z=.3156, and those for carbon atoms ~=.181, v 2 .415. Parameters for carbon atoms could not be determined so accurately as those for iron atoms, because the diffraction effect of the former is very small compared with that of the latter.
The atomic arrangement is illustrated in the figure. Three iron and one carbon atoms in the closed curve can be considered to form the cementite molecule. A molecule of cementite consists of one carbon at (cz), one iron at (c1), and two iron at (d), and moreover it was found thatir on which is replaced by manganese in the case of Spiegeleisenkristall should be atoms at (d) but not those at (c1).
These atomic arrangements are in conformity with all properties of cementite and Spiegeleisenkristall, such as the hardness, brittleness, mode of crystal occurrence, etc. From these results, it can be concluded that carbon is contained as neutral atoms in austenite, but comes to take the configuration of the cementite molecule with neighbouring iron atoms as austenite changes to martensite, and segregate out always as cementite at the A1 transformation point. Carbon metastably contained in a-iron (this is less than 0.03%) also takes the cementitic arrangement.
Details of this paper will be published by a forth coming number of the Journal of the Faculty of Engineering, Tokyo Imperial University.
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